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Summary
The authors describe various parenting behaviors, such as nurturance, discipline, teaching, and language use, and explain how researchers measure them. They note racial and ethnic variations in several behaviors. Most striking are differences in language use. Black and Hispanic mothers talk less with their young children than do white mothers and are less likely to read to them daily. They also note some differences in harshness.

When researchers measuring school readiness gaps control for parenting differences, the racial and ethnic gaps narrow by 25–50 percent. And it is possible to alter parenting behavior to improve readiness. The authors examine programs that serve poor families—and thus disproportionately serve minority families—and find that home- and center-based programs with a parenting component improve parental nurturance and discipline. Programs that target families with children with behavior problems improve parents’ skills in dealing with such children. And certain family literacy programs improve parents’ skills in talking with their children. Several interventions have significantly reduced gaps in the parenting behavior of black and white mothers.

Not all improvements in parenting translate to improved school readiness. Home-based programs affect the mother but do not appear to affect the child, at least in the short term. But center-based programs with a parenting component enhance both parenting and school readiness. And some family literacy programs also improve readiness.

Because these successful interventions serve a greater share of minority than nonminority families and have more positive effects for blacks than for whites, they offer promise for closing the ethnic and racial gaps in school readiness.
Everyone knows that parenting powerfully influences a child’s well-being. And volumes of research confirm that intuitive link. Could parenting behavior also play a role in the ethnic and racial gaps in school readiness found by social scientists? Just as there are stark differences in the economic, educational, and demographic conditions in the homes of white children and of black and Hispanic children, as other articles in this issue report, there may also be racial and ethnic variation in parenting behaviors. If so, such differences may contribute to the gaps in achievement and readiness that show up when children reach elementary school. To explore these possibilities, we first describe parenting behaviors, as well as the ways in which researchers often assess parenting. Then, we ask to what extent parents matter. That question may come as a surprise, because parenting is so universally regarded as important. But social scientists have raised questions about the extent to which parents matter (does their behavior matter at all, and if so does it matter a little or a lot?), and we pursue them here.

Next we turn our attention to possible racial and ethnic differences in parenting behavior. When we find ethnic or racial differences in parenting—and we do—we provide examples of how specific parenting behavior translates into specific child behavior. We also consider the issue of equivalence in parenting measures across racial and ethnic groups. Then we investigate possible programmatic approaches to altering parenting behavior and ask how effective parenting programs are. Finally, we explore both how much parenting programs can enhance the school readiness of minority children and how much they can close the ethnic and racial gaps in school readiness.

What Is Parenting?
Parenting encompasses the literally hundreds of activities that parents engage in either with or for their children. Often, researchers divide parenting into categories of behavior. In this article we use seven: nurturance, discipline, teaching, language, monitoring, management, and materials.

Nurturance
Nurturing behavior involves ways of expressing love, affection, and care. High nurturing behaviors include expressing warmth, being responsive to a child’s needs, and being sensitive to changes in a child’s behavior. Low nurturing behaviors include detachment, intrusiveness, and negative regard.

Researchers measure nurturance by observing a parent interacting with her child (parents are not particularly good or accurate reporters of their own warmth, detachment, or intrusiveness). They observe naturally occurring interactions during a two- or three-hour home visit or during structured tasks that can be set up at home, at a preschool center, or at a pediatric clinic. For home visits, the Home Observation for the Measurement of the Environment (HOME) Inventory, for example, asks the observer to record whether she saw certain behaviors, such as a parent spontaneously praising a child’s qualities twice; caressing, kissing, or cuddling a child; or using a term of endearment. The structured tasks range from free play with a specific set of toys to problem solving with unique materials (for example, getting a toy from a box using a rake or another utensil) to copying a puzzle or design. Often, researchers videotape the interactions so that they can code them later. Sometimes they code very detailed behaviors (marking the presence or absence of up to fifteen parent and child behaviors every five to ten seconds); other systems involve more
global coding of a number of constructs, such as sensitivity to a child’s cues, expressed warmth, intrusiveness, and detachment. Training of coders is intensive (often for as long as six weeks) to ensure their reliability.

In semistructured videotaped free play sessions, the observer gives parents and young children toys to play with, leaving instructions deliberately vague. In several studies, she places three toys in separate bags, so that the mother uses one toy at a time, and observes the parent and child for ten to fifteen minutes. The observer rates the session after repeatedly viewing videotapes of behaviors, including detachment (low involvement with and lack of attention to the child), intrusiveness (over-control and over-involvement in the child’s play), negative regard (anger, rejection), sensitivity (extent to which the parent perceives the child’s signals and responds appropriately), and positive regard (demonstration of love, respect, and admiration). Sometimes, these behaviors are treated separately, because they measure different aspects of nurturance. At other times, they are clustered together to identify different groups of parents. For example, we have identified several groups of parents—we term them sensitive, directive, uninvolved, and harsh—based on the coding of behaviors in the three-bag free play.

**Discipline**

Discipline involves parents’ responses to child behaviors that they consider appropriate or inappropriate, depending on the child’s age and gender and on parental beliefs, upbringing, and culture. Observers sometimes measure discipline from what they see during the course of a home visit. They would describe discipline as harsh or punitive if the parent spanked, slapped, or yelled at the child during the visit. Because parents may be less likely to spank a child with an observer in the home, observers often ask parents about frequency of spanking. They also ask about their use of other discipline strategies, such as time out, explanations, and taking away toys or food. In a few studies, they give parents a scenario. For example, they ask what a mother would do if her child had a temper tantrum in the market; or, if her child had had a tantrum, what she did in response. Sometimes they calculate a severity-of-punishment score or a use-of-reason score.

**Teaching**

Teaching typically includes didactic strategies for conveying information or skills to the child. Observers set up interaction situations such as putting together a puzzle that is slightly difficult for the child; drawing a complex figure; learning a skill such as tying a shoe or buttoning a coat; or sorting building blocks by shape or color, and then observe teaching behaviors. Often, they rate the strategies in terms of quality of assistance. For example, when helping her child with a puzzle, a mother might do any of the following: take over and put most of the pieces in the puzzle; wait until the child runs into difficulty and then take over; not assist the child at all; provide cues or prompts (“What would happen if you turned that puzzle piece around?”) to help the child find the right place for a piece; provide an overall strategy (“Can you find all the pieces that go on the edges of the puzzle?”). Observers would code the latter two examples as high in quality of assistance.

The HOME Inventory includes items related to teaching—does the parent encourage the child to learn colors, songs, or numbers or to read a few words—that can be used to create a scale called Provision of Learning or Learning
Stimulation. These reports are based on parental report, rather than direct observation.

Language
Researchers have extensively studied language use between parents and young children. The most comprehensive studies have transcribed hundreds of hours of mother-child conversations. From those transcriptions, observers can code the sheer amount of language heard by and directed to the child, as well as the number of different words, length of sentences, questions asked, elaborations on the child’s speech, and events discussed. Observers also frequently elicit parent language by having parents read to their children. Parents vary in how often they ask the child questions, expand on what is in the story, and see whether the child understands the meaning of a word.14 They also vary in how much they engage in what Katherine Snow has called nonimmediate talk, or going beyond the information given in the story, and in their style of reading.15

When parents read to their children, they vary in how often they ask the child questions, expand on what is in the story, and see whether the child understands the meaning of a word.15

Materials
The term materials refers to the cognitively and linguistically stimulating materials provided to the child in the home. This category can overlap with language and with teaching. For example, some scholars categorize number of books in the home, number of children’s books, and number of magazine subscriptions as materials rather than as language because they do not know whether parents use them to foster reading. Other items included here are toys and books for learning the alphabet and numbers, educational toys, musical instruments, push-pull toys, drawing materials, and the like. The extensiveness of material items in the home is associated with family income, which is not surprising, given that most are purchased.18

Monitoring
Monitoring is what might be called “keeping track.” With young children, monitoring refers to parental watchfulness. For example, if a child is playing in a room alone, a parent might periodically check to see what she is doing or call out to her; if a child is watching television alone, a parent might keep track of what program he is watching and change the channel if it seems inappropriate. Studies using time-use diaries of children’s days try to distinguish between time when the parent is directly interacting with the child and time when the parent is in the home and responsible for the child even though the two are
doing different things. Occasionally the distinction is difficult to make, such as when a child is watching television and the mother is in the room, sometimes watching and talking about a program with the child and sometimes doing housework. With older children, monitoring involves knowing what the child is doing and with whom he is doing it when he is outside the home.

Management
Management encompasses scheduling events, completing scheduled events, and the rhythm of the household. Most studies of young children either do not measure management at all or assess it with only one or two short questions, even though management tasks consume huge amounts of parenting time. Most national studies do ask about two health-related areas: getting the recommended number of well-child visits and getting immunizations on time. Sometimes studies note the appearance of the child (dirty, not dressed, clothes do not fit) as a possible indicator of child neglect. Studies do not always assess taking children to scheduled activities outside the home (even though time diary studies suggest that fathers spend the greatest proportion of their weekend time with their preschoolers in such activities), but often do assess taking children to the park and to visit relatives.

Researchers sometimes tap the rhythm of the household, typically through questions about the regularity of bedtime, bedtime routines (reading, singing, praying), how many meals the family eats together, the breakfast routine (whether breakfast is eaten at all, whether the television is on).

Does Parenting Matter?
Despite all the studies reporting links between parenting and child well-being, we still need to question whether parenting matters. Our premise is as follows. Even though the literature is voluminous, it also has its limits, all of which comes down to the same problem: we do not know, in most cases, whether the so-called effects of parenting are caused by parental behavior or by something else that may complicate the causal link. We consider four different factors: family social, educational, and economic conditions; genetic similarities between parent and child; child characteristics; and other unmeasured characteristics (which we believe might be operating but have not measured, or do not know how to measure well). Although all four factors influence links between parenting and child well-being, they do not account completely for these links. (Another line of evidence supporting the premise that parents matter, reviewed later in this article, has to do with the potential of intervention programs to alter parenting.)
vocabulary is not inflated. It is relatively easy
to measure parental education and make sta-
tistical adjustments to see if the link between
parental talking and child vocabulary still ex-
ists, just as it is for other characteristics like
family structure, income, parity (number of
children), age, and the like. Studies that
make such adjustments find that the link ex-
ists independent of parental education.

At the same time, the purpose of such studies
is often to show how parental education, for
example, influences children’s language.
Clearly, in that case, the parental education
effect would have to translate into a specific
parenting behavior, such as talking to the
child. So we often consider parenting (in this
case parental talking) to be a pathway
through which parental education influences
child language. That suggests two types of in-
tervention strategies. One is indirect: to try to
increase maternal education in the hope that
more schooling would cause a mother to talk
more to her child. The other is direct: to try
to increase her talking with the child. The lat-
ther would target behavior directed toward the
child (talking), rather than a more general
characteristic of the adult (more education).
The assumption is that it is possible to pin-
point the specific parenting behaviors that
contribute to a specific child outcome. High
levels of parental warmth, in the absence of
much parental talking, for example, would
not be expected to increase child vocabulary.
Neither would parental monitoring, unless it
involved lots of talking.

Parenting and Correlated Genetic
Characteristics
Second, perhaps the most widely heralded
causal issue is that parents and children are
genetically related, which can, in part, ac-
count for links between parenting and child
well-being. To continue with our earlier ex-
ample, parents who talk a lot and have a large
vocabulary are likely to have children who
are predisposed toward language. That is,
language facility is partly heritable.24 Even in
the absence of parenting behavior, parent
language test scores would be linked with
child language scores.25 How can we tell to
what extent the link is due to environment
(here, language expressed to the child) and to
what extent to genetics (here, the biological
relationship between parent and child)?
Studies informed by behavioral genetics are
useful here.26 Two examples, one from stud-
ies of adopted children and the other from
work with identical twins (monozygotic twins,
whose genetic material is identical, so that
any differences between them must be envi-
ronmental), demonstrate that parenting in-
fluences child well-being, over and above gen-
etic relatedness of parents and children.

Studies of adopted children show striking in-
creases in cognitive abilities when the chil-
dren leave institutional care to be placed with
adoptive parents.27 Children in such studies,
however, move from extremely deprived en-
vironments without consistent caregivers (or-
phanages) to stable, two-parent, largely mid-
dle-class homes. The studies speak to the
powerful effect of having parents versus not
having parents, but say little about the effects
of varying levels of parenting behavior.

One study does address normal variation in
parenting. Michel Duyme and colleagues
identified a small sample of adopted children
(fewer than seventy) from a review of more
than 5,000 adoption cases in France.28 They
selected all children between the ages of four
and six who had been placed in prescreened
adoptive homes, removed from their birth
parents because of abuse or neglect, and put
in foster care before their adoption. The chil-
dren were given cognitive tests before their
adoption and again between the ages of eleven and eighteen. Overall, the children showed striking gains in IQ test scores from early childhood to adolescence, from a mean score of 77 to 91 (14 points or almost one standard deviation on a test with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15). The authors classified the adoptive households as low, middle, or high socioeconomic status (SES), based on paternal occupation. The gains were largest for those placed in high SES families (19 points) and smallest for those in the low SES families (8 points).29 The assumption is that the high SES families were providing more language, more teaching, and more materials, all of which facilitated the children's cognitive growth.

A study of children exposed to cocaine prenatally also illustrates the power of change in parenting.30 The study recruited more than 400 mothers following delivery. All the new mothers were considered at high risk for cocaine use; about half had biological indications of cocaine use when they and their infants were tested at delivery. When the children were four years old, researchers gave them an IQ test, observed them in their homes, and gave their caregivers a vocabulary test. In the group of children who had been exposed to cocaine before birth, only 55 percent were living with their biological mothers at the follow-up, as against 95 percent of those in the group that had not been exposed. The cocaine-exposed preschoolers living with their mothers or with a relative had significantly lower IQ scores than their counterparts who were living with an adoptive or foster care mother—even though (not surprisingly) the latter group had been exposed to more cocaine than those who were not removed from the mother. Furthermore, the IQ scores of the exposed children living with an adoptive or foster mother were comparable to those of the children who were not exposed to cocaine prenatally. For example, the share of the cocaine-exposed children living with their mothers who had IQ scores under 70 (the mild mental retardation range) was 25 percent, as against 10 percent for the exposed children who lived with nonrelatives and 16 percent for the nonexposed children. As might be expected, the homes of the groups differed; cocaine-exposed children living with adoptive or foster mothers had more stimulating environments, and their mothers had higher vocabulary scores, than the cocaine-exposed children living with their biological mothers or relatives.31

The second class of studies does not rely on change in parents (from orphanage to family or from biological to adoptive parent). Instead, it uses genetic similarity to delve into parental effects. In a sample of 500 five-year-old identical twins, mothers were asked to talk about each of their children. Mothers tended to describe one twin in more negative terms than the other. When the children were in elementary school, their teachers were asked to rate their behavior.32 Teachers reported that the twin for whom the mother had more negative feelings had more behavior problems than the other twin.33 Because the children had identical genetic endowments, it is highly likely that maternal behavior accounted for the differences in behavior problems between the twins.

Parenting and Correlated Child Characteristics
A third causal issue is that parenting behavior may be in part contingent on the behavior of the child. That is, not only does parenting affect child behavior, but also children can influence parents.34 We provide two examples, the first having to do with reading, the second with behavior problems.
Children of mothers who read to them frequently have large vocabularies, as countless studies have shown. In an evaluation of the Early Head Start Program, Helen Raikes and her colleagues have found the expected links between shared book reading and child vocabulary in more than 1,000 children seen at age fourteen months, twenty-four months, and thirty-six months, even after adjusting for differences in mothers’ verbal abilities. (The adjustment is necessary because mothers with higher verbal abilities are likely to enjoy reading more than other mothers, which could influence their shared book reading with the child, and because language ability is partly heritable.) Of more interest is their exploration of the pathways through which language at age thirty-six months was influenced. More shared reading at fourteen months was linked with higher vocabulary scores at twenty-four months, which affected the amount of reading at twenty-four and thirty-six months. Thus, mothers whose children knew and used more words were reading more to these children as they developed, over and above their reading levels at fourteen months.

More shared reading at fourteen months was linked with higher vocabulary scores at twenty-four months, which affected the amount of reading at twenty-four and thirty-six months.

One of the best-known examples of child-to-parent effects is an intervention geared toward children with conduct disorders and their parents. Half the children participated in a family program, which was effective in that the children displayed less aggression after the intervention. But the positive impact on the children was primarily due to changes in parenting behavior. That is, the parents in the intervention group stopped reacting negatively to their children’s aggressive behavior by learning other techniques for dealing with outbursts. In contrast, the parents in the control group did not alter their responses to their children’s outbursts, and therefore the children’s problem behavior showed no change.

The point here is that child characteristics can influence parenting. But the existence of differences among children themselves does not totally account for parenting effects on children.

Parenting and Unmeasured Correlates
The final complicating causal issue involves possible correlates of parenting that have not been measured. Even studies that adjust for family conditions and child characteristics may fail to measure other sources of variation in parenting and children’s school readiness, perhaps because of limits of cost or time or the lack of a reliable indicator.

One characteristic often associated with parenting and child outcomes is parents’ mental health. Mothers who are diagnosed with clinical depression or as having high levels of depressive symptoms engage in less nurturance and more punitive discipline, as has been demonstrated countless times for preschoolers as well as older children. And these mothers’ preschool children have more behavioral problems and (sometimes but not always) lower cognitive test scores. But even when analysts adjust for maternal depression, parenting still
contributes to these indicators of child well-being. Indeed, maternal depression, as well as other measures of mental health (anxiety, irritability), is thought to act on children through its effect on parenting behavior.40 Vonnie McLoyd, Rand Conger, and their colleagues have proposed a family stress model that traces the pathways from low income, financial instability, and material stress through parental mental health to parenting to child outcomes.41 Jean Yeung and her colleagues have shown that this pathway is stronger for behavioral problems than for cognitive and language test scores in young children.42

Even if a study measures many potential correlates, it is impossible to be sure that it includes all that are relevant. So scholars use a variety of statistical techniques to minimize the likelihood that results are due to something besides parenting.43 But the most convincing evidence is gleaned from experiments where families enter a treatment or a control group through random assignment. We present evidence from experiments designed to test the efficacy of parenting programs later in the article.

Do Ethnic and Racial Differences in Parenting Exist?

In this section we first ask whether measures of parenting are equivalent across ethnic and racial gaps. Next we consider whether there are ethnic and racial differences in the seven dimensions of parenting described earlier. And, finding some, we compare their size with that of the ethnic and racial gaps in school readiness. For several domains of parenting, we find the sizes are similar. Using evidence of congruence in the strength and direction of links between parenting and school readiness for black, white, and Hispanic children, we ask whether the meaning of parenting behavior varies from one ethnic or racial group to another. Although the dimensions of parenting seem to be equivalent across groups, the levels of particular behaviors do, in some instances, vary. At the same time, there are more similarities than differences in links between children's school readiness and parenting across racial and ethnic groups; when differences appear, they seem to be clustered in negative parenting behaviors.

Equivalence of Parenting Measures across Ethnic and Racial Groups

Any discussion of parenting gives rise to arguments about whether parenting behaviors are the same from one group to another and whether measures of parenting have the same meaning from one group to another. Three considerations are relevant: first, whether parenting behaviors are universal or specific to time and place; second, how representative the parenting behaviors typically measured and developed using middle-class white samples are of other groups; and third, whether a particular society “privileges” certain parenting behaviors.

Regarding the first point, many aspects of parenting described in this article are exhibited by parents in many societies.44 That is, all parents have ways of nurturing, teaching, disciplining, monitoring, and managing their young children. All provide a linguistic environment as well as a material environment. But the expression of these parenting activities sometimes differs, and the emphasis among behaviors sometimes varies. In eastern Africa, for example, parents devote much time to working with and encouraging their toddlers to develop their motor skills. Not surprisingly, their children’s motor skills are more advanced than those of U.S. children.45 Parents in Western societies often value language and vocabulary skills (given their links to doing well in school),
so the language output of Western children is often greater than that of children in other societies. The point, however, is that parents across societies engage in teaching activities (as in the case of motor skills) and language activities (as in the case of vocabulary). The difference is in the level of a particular behavior, not its existence.

On the second point, the parenting behaviors measured in most studies are said to be representative of middle-class families in the United States. We agree with this proposition, given the samples from which most parenting measures were derived. Consequently, some parenting behaviors are probably not measured, or not measured well. And these may be behaviors that are more prevalent in black and Hispanic groups than in white groups. For example, some groups, such as recent Hispanic immigrants, may value compliance of toddlers more than do other groups. Are we measuring compliance, and the parental behaviors that foster it, accurately?

Another example of imperfect measurement of parenting surfaced from our research group’s work with a widely used coding scheme developed by Diana Baumrind, which distinguishes between authoritative parenting (warm, firm control) and authoritarian parenting (negative, harsh control). Studies have found that black mothers are more authoritarian and less authoritative than white mothers, just as lower SES mothers are more authoritarian than higher SES mothers. However, black graduate students in our laboratory felt that these codes did not represent what they had seen in black families. So we did an exploratory analysis using a sample of about 700 black and white mothers of toddlers, attempting to identify clusters of mothers based on our videotaped ratings on both domains. We identified not two but four groups of mothers—those who were high in warm, firm control and low in negative, harsh control (the classic authoritative behavior); those who were high in negative, harsh control and low in warm, firm control (the classic authoritarian behavior); those who were relatively high in both (what we termed “tough love”); and those who were low in both (what we termed “detached”). More blacks than whites were in the tough love group. The classic authoritarian group was composed primarily of teenage mothers, both black and white, while the tough love group comprised mostly older black mothers with at least a high school education. Interestingly, children of mothers in the tough love group had higher IQ and vocabulary scores than children in the classic authoritarian or the detached group, suggesting that previous coding schemes had confounded two groups of black mothers by labeling them authoritarian—and assuming that their parenting had negative consequences for school readiness. A further example of how difficult it can be to measure parenting relates to findings that spanking has less negative consequences for black than white children. Spanking may be more normative for the black children, and it may occur in the context of warm parenting—that is, tough love.

As to the third point, perhaps the best evidence of the validity of a particular parenting behavior is how well it predicts school readiness. And given our focus on racial and ethnic differences, whether parenting predicts school readiness equally well in different groups is critical. In general, the parenting behaviors described in this article are related to school readiness in U.S. society at this time. They do not necessarily represent all parenting behaviors, or particular behaviors valued by certain groups, or behaviors that promote outcomes other than school readiness. In this
sense, we are privileging more Western, middle-class parenting behaviors. If we are correct that these are the behaviors that contribute to school readiness, and if these are the behaviors that parenting interventions target because of their links to school readiness, then this privileging seems appropriate. It does not mean that these parenting behaviors are “good” while others are not.

**Ethnic and Racial Differences in Parenting**

There are ethnic and racial differences in parenting during early childhood. Evidence is available on five of the seven parenting dimensions: nurturance, discipline, teaching, language, and materials. In all cases, when differences occur, black mothers have lower scores on parenting measures than do white mothers. Similar differences often exist between Hispanic and white mothers as well, although the research base for this comparison is much smaller. In general, the effect sizes for the ethnic and racial differences range from one-fifth to three-fifths of a standard deviation—similar to but slightly smaller than school readiness measures, which are roughly two-fifths to four-fifths of a standard deviation. These parenting differences would translate into 3 to 9 points on a test that had a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15 (as many tests of vocabulary and intelligence have). All references to test points in the rest of the article refer to a test with such characteristics. School readiness measures on such a test show racial gaps of 6 to 12 points, depending on the aspect of readiness being measured.

Evidence for racial and ethnic gaps in nurturance comes from several sources. On the first, the observational HOME Warmth Scale, black mothers sometimes have lower scores, although the differences are modest: one-fifth of a standard deviation or less, or 3 points or less, using our reference test. Hispanic mothers have scores comparable to whites in most cases.

Another positive indicator of nurturance is the sensitivity of the mother, as expressed in mother-child free play or problem-solving situations. Black mothers are rated as having somewhat lower levels of sensitivity—about one-fifth of a standard deviation—as coded from fifteen-minute videotaped sessions.

Measures on the more negative end of the nurturance continuum are also gleaned from mother-child interchanges recorded on the videotapes, which have documented racial differences in negative regard, intrusiveness, and detachment, with black mothers scoring slightly higher than white mothers. The black-white differences are around one-fifth to two-fifths of a standard deviation (3 to 6 points).

Discipline also varies by racial and ethnic group. Black mothers are somewhat more likely to spank their children than are white mothers. White mothers are more likely to use reasoning as a discipline technique, though the effects are modest, about one-fifth or less of a standard deviation (1 to 3 points).

Perhaps the most striking differences are for language. Transcriptions of naturally occur-
ring mother-child conversations suggest that children’s exposure to language and conversation varies widely across social class groups, as demonstrated in a sample of forty-two children from three different social class groupings. As such differences accumulate over the first years of life, the children in families with a high socioeconomic background have engaged in literally thousands more conversations than children from lower socioeconomic backgrounds. Even when they begin speaking (around their first birthday), higher SES children have larger vocabularies than the children from middle and low SES families. By their second birthday, the children in the middle SES group have pulled away from those in the low SES group. And these differences accelerate over time. So by age three, vocabularies of the children in the low SES group are half the size of those in the high SES group and two-thirds the size of those in the middle SES group. Given the racial composition of the SES groups in this study (the majority of black families were in the low SES group), black-white differences were equally large.

Scholars have posited differences in family “speech cultures,” which are associated, in part, with social class and race. The educated middle- to upper-middle-class “speech culture” provides more language, more varied language, more language topics, more questions, and more conversation, all of which are linked with large vocabularies in toddlers and preschoolers. Repeated and varied, these parental speech patterns predict how fast young children learn words. Little research has focused on whether the variations, if controlled, would reduce the racial or ethnic gap in school readiness.

Analysts have also examined shared book reading as a vehicle for language input. Large national or multisite studies often ask about the frequency of reading. From 40 to 55 percent of mothers report reading to their toddler every day. Black mothers are about two-thirds as likely as white mothers to do so; Hispanic mothers, about half as likely. Ethnic and racial differences in frequency of reading exist in population-based as well as low-income samples. Black and Hispanic children also come from homes with fewer reading materials (books, children’s books, magazines, newspapers) than do white children. The size of such differences is between one-fifth and three-fifths of a standard deviation.

Materials in the home also vary by ethnicity and racial group. Not only do black and Hispanic families have fewer reading materials in their homes, but typically they also have fewer educationally relevant materials of other types (as indexed by the HOME Learning Scale). Racial differences on the Learning Scale are large, from two-fifths to three-fifths of a standard deviation, or 6 to 9 points on our reference test.

**Reduction in Racial Gaps in School Readiness as a Function of Parenting**

The racial differences in parenting do account for a portion of the racial gap in school readiness. In general, researchers who have conducted such analyses report that a 12 to 15 point gap between black and white children is reduced by 3 to 9 points when parenting is considered.

Most national studies that follow a group of the same children over time use the Learning Scale as a measure of parenting. This particular measure of parenting is often posited to be one of the pathways through which parental income, education, marital status, and age affect children (just as language input and...
shared book reading are pathways through which family social class influences school readiness. Taking this measure into account narrows the racial gap in such early childhood outcomes by one-third to one-half.73

Do Parenting Interventions Work?
Is it possible to enhance parenting through intervention programs? And if so, do some of the beneficial effects on children of early childhood intervention programs operate through their effects on parenting? We consider evidence for each question. In general, programs focused on parenting can alter behavior, as has been demonstrated in several well-designed evaluations of experimental programs (those in which families are randomly assigned to treatment and control groups). And some—but not all—of the benefits that accrue to children seem to operate through changes in parenting behavior.

Effects of Parenting Interventions
Interventions for parents of young children fall into four categories: home-based (often termed home-visiting) programs, center-based early childhood education programs with a parenting component (often termed center plus programs), family literacy programs, and programs targeting child behavior problems by changing parental behavior (the latter are reviewed in a separate section).74 We focus on programs initiated in the first four years of a child’s life.75

HOME-VISITING AND CENTER PLUS. Almost all parenting programs target families in which parents are poor, have little education, are young, or are unwed. The programs are not universal. Some have operated in multiple sites (which assures that they can be transferred to other settings and that staff can be trained to deliver services and curriculum). Overall, programs have served more black and urban families than white, Hispanic, or rural families, so we have more evidence of program efficacy for the former than the latter.

Program evaluations have focused mostly on nurturance, discipline, language, and materials. They have gathered little information about teaching and virtually none about monitoring and management (with the exception of health practices, which are not reviewed here).76 Several programs also target parental mental health.77 Fewer programs have effects on maternal depression than on nurturance, language, and materials, suggesting that it might be easier to alter parenting behavior than parental emotional state, at least using parenting interventions, rather than more focused treatment of depressive symptoms.78

Nurturance has received much attention, because one of the goals of many home- and center-based programs with a parenting component is to enhance sensitivity and reduce negativity (the same is not true of family literacy programs). Home-visiting programs are more likely to affect nurturance than other parenting behaviors. For example, eleven of thirteen home-visiting evaluations that reportedly observed mother-child interactions found positive benefits.79 (One meta-analysis suggests that home-visiting programs are better at reducing parental insensitivity than at changing other aspects of the mother-child attachment relationship.)80 Center-based programs with a parenting component, including Early Head Start, also report enhancing sensitivity and reducing negativity.81

Discipline has not been measured as frequently. When it has, both home-based and center-based programs with a parenting component have shown decreases in spanking and, in several cases, an increase in the use of
reasoning.82 Again, this aspect of parenting is not the focus of family literacy programs.

Teaching is often a part of intervention programs. One curriculum, LearningGames, has been used in the Infant Health and Development Program, the Abecedarian Program, and Project Care.83 The object is to present age-appropriate activities for the child and the parent to do together, and to provide the parent role modeling and instruction in how to approach them. Center-based programs with a parenting component have reported improving parents’ ability to assist in problem-solving activities.84 Much less is known about home-visiting programs in this regard.

Home-based and center-based programs do not often target maternal language, at least not directly. We know almost nothing about whether they increase maternal language output. Because one determinant of a child’s increased vocabulary is the mother’s vocabulary, such a goal might be sensible.

A few literacy programs have tried to change how parents read with their children, with an implied goal of using more, and more varied language. Grover Whitehurst and his colleagues developed a program of dialogic reading that trained mothers and teachers to read with an emphasis on asking children questions, providing feedback to their responses, initiating conversations that went beyond the book’s content, and delving into children’s understanding of concepts.85 The adult training was successful, and children in the treatment group had higher language scores than those in the control group. Several programs with a focus on literacy are now being evaluated.86

Many home-based and center-based programs have used the HOME Learning Scale to assess the parenting dimension that we call materials. About half of the center-based programs with a parenting component report higher scores on this scale after treatment; fewer home-based programs report such effects.87 Even Start, a national literacy program, reported its most consistent treatment effect on reading materials in the home.88

In conclusion, home- and center-based programs with a parenting component have their largest and most consistent effects on nurturance. They have some effects on discipline and, in some instances, on materials. Little evidence exists, for or against, regarding effects on language. Indeed, language is most likely to be changed by family literacy programs that focus directly on shared book reading and other language settings.

**PARENT BEHAVIOR TRAINING PROGRAMS.**

Yet another type of parenting program aims to alter the behavior of parents whose children exhibit problem behavior. Typically, children who are disruptive and aggressive and who act out in the preschool and early school years are likely to have high rates of delinquency and school drop-out during adolescence.89 In the early school years, they are likely to spend little time engaging in classroom tasks and are often disliked by their peers and teachers.90 To address these children’s needs, researchers and clinicians have
developed several types of programs, focusing variously on parents, teachers, the child’s social skills in the classroom, or individual counseling.91

One parent training program, developed by Carolyn Webster-Stratton and her colleagues, crafts group discussions around videotaped vignettes of typical discipline situations in the home, often showing several ways to handle a particular situation.92 This program has been found to reduce parents’ negative discipline and nurturance behaviors and increase positive parenting behaviors in mothers. Webster-Stratton’s Incredible Years Curriculum is often targeted to families in Head Start. As a result, it benefits poor families. When the parent program was expanded to include a teacher component, it reduced negative behavior and increased more supportive behavior in parents, and it enabled teachers to use more positive management techniques in their Head Start classrooms. Children in the program have lower rates of acting out and aggressive behaviors and are more engaged in their classrooms than are children in a control group.93 Webster-Stratton’s programs have effects on children of between one-half and two-thirds of a standard deviation, or 7 to 10 points on our reference test.

A few other programs offer a range of services, beginning with low-intensity services for all parents in a classroom and moving to more intensive services for parents whose children have moderate behavior problems and even more training and counseling for families whose children have severe behavior problems.94 Most of these programs, however, have focused on kindergartners and first graders.

Our point is that parent training programs for children with moderate or severe behavior problems have been proven successful. Programs that include both parents and preschool teachers seem to be the most successful of all.

**Parenting Impacts and Their Effects on Children**

Do the interventions’ positive effects on parenting make any difference in children’s cognitive performance and school readiness? Two types of evidence are relevant, the first having to do with whether the programs have effects on the children and the second with whether any of the children’s benefits are due to the effects of the programs on parenting.

The answer to the first question depends on the type of intervention. Few home-visiting programs have altered children’s school readiness.95 That being so, the positive parenting effects for home-based programs could not be translated into child effects. In our view, most home-visiting programs are not intensive enough, and home visitors are not trained or supervised enough, to be likely to enhance school readiness.96

In contrast, the center-based early childhood education programs with a parenting component have improved vocabulary, reading achievement, math achievement, and IQ, with some effects continuing through adolescence in some studies.97 Although these programs have few effects on socioemotional development in preschool, two have lowered juvenile delinquency and teenage pregnancy rates.

Second, when programs affect both parents and children, does the enhanced parenting affect the child outcomes? This question is important, especially for center-based programs with a parenting component, because
these programs could operate through the parent or through the center services received directly by the child. In the Infant Health and Development Program, the positive effects on the HOME Inventory accounted for a portion of the IQ benefit at age three.98 In the Early Head Start Program Demonstration, about two-fifths to one-half of the treatment effect on child cognitive test scores operated through the program’s effect on parenting behavior.99 Center-based programs with a parenting component appear effective at enhancing parenting and school readiness, with some of the effect on the latter operating through the former. These programs are, in our opinion, a good bet for increasing child well-being.

The Whitehurst literacy program noted above also had positive child effects. Other family literacy programs should similarly yield benefits, with the effects assumed to operate through parental language use. Although we have fewer data on which to base our opinion, we believe that these programs also show promise for improving parenting and school readiness. The parent behavior training programs also have shown effects on children when targeted to families whose children have been identified as having problem behavior.

Can Parenting Interventions Close the Ethnic and Racial Gaps in School Readiness?

If parenting interventions are to narrow ethnic and racial school readiness gaps, they must meet one of several conditions. First, effective interventions should be offered to proportionately more minority than nonminority families. This could be achieved if such programs were offered to families with characteristics—for example, poorly educated mother, unwed mother, or mother with poor mental health—that are more often found in minority than in white families. Second, even if programs were not provided to more minority than nonminority families, they could still reduce the racial gaps if they were more beneficial to black than white parents. Third, even if parenting programs were not more effective for black and Hispanic than white parents, they could still narrow ethnic and racial differences if they were more beneficial to mothers with certain characteristics, such as being young or poorly educated, that are more prevalent among black and Hispanic mothers than white mothers.

Evidence on the first condition is scanty; estimates of the shares of black, Hispanic, and white families receiving parenting programs do not exist. But more is known about the second and third conditions. Parenting programs sometimes do have more beneficial effects for blacks than for whites and, to a lesser extent, for younger than for older mothers. That being the case, parenting programs, if implemented, could reduce the racial gap in school readiness.

Who Receives Parenting Programs?

Parenting interventions are almost always targeted to specific groups, typically parents who are poor, poorly educated, young and unwed, live in impoverished communities, or have mental health problems.100 As such, they are likely to serve a greater share of minority than nonminority families—a ratio of three to one (or higher)—given the differential prevalence of such conditions.101 No estimates exist of the number of families with young children served by parenting programs, but two home-visiting programs that focus on parenting—the Nurse Home Visitation Model and the Healthy Start Model—have been initiated countrywide.102
In their article in this volume, Katherine Magnuson and Jane Waldfogel note that 30 percent of all U.S. children under the age of six are in some form of center-based child care and education. Breaking that figure down, they find 30 percent of white children, 22 percent of Hispanic children, and 40 percent of black children in center-based care. Some but not all child care programs also provide parenting classes or home visiting; publicly funded programs, such as Head Start, are most likely to do so. Proportionately more black than white children attend Head Start; if these programs are effective in altering parenting behavior, then Head Start could reduce the racial gap in school readiness. Too few studies have examined its efficacy vis-à-vis parenting outcomes to make an inference about the probability of Head Start as a path to reducing racial gaps, but the program does seem to have positive effects on children.

**Differing Program Effects on Black and White Parents**

If parenting interventions benefit black and Hispanic parents more than white parents, they could reduce gaps in school readiness. Few demonstration programs have examined this question, in large part because most parenting programs operate in one community or neighborhood, so that racial and ethnic variation in participants is quite limited. But two multisite demonstrations report larger effects on black than white mothers in some, but not all, aspects of parenting.

Through the Infant Health and Development Program (IHDP), an eight-site randomized control trial, about 1,000 families with low birth weight children born in 1985 were offered parenting-focused home-visit and center-based child care from birth through the child's third year of life. The program assessed HOME Inventory, mother-child free play, and problem-solving videotaped interactions, maternal mental health, and spanking. According to analyses conducted for this article, black mothers benefited more from the program than did white mothers when their children were age three (that is, at the end of the intervention). Observers noted more learning and less punitive discipline in the homes of black mothers in the intervention than those of black mothers in the control group; effect sizes were about one-fifth to one-quarter of a standard deviation, or 3 to 4 points on our reference test. We found no corresponding treatment differences for the white mothers. In both cases, the scores of black mothers in the treatment group were higher than those of their counterparts in the control group and were comparable to those of the white mothers in both the treatment and the control groups.

Researchers report similar findings in the Early Head Start Demonstration (EHS), a randomized seventeen-site evaluation of home- and center-based early childhood intervention for pregnant women and young children, conducted from the late 1990s into 2000. Black mothers in the intervention group had more positive and fewer negative parenting behaviors than did black mothers in the control group; the effect sizes ranged from one-fifth to one-half of a standard deviation (3 to 7.5 points on our reference test).
Researchers found these effects in eight parenting behaviors measured at the end of the intervention, when the children were three years old. Hispanic mothers also benefited from Early Head Start, although not as much as black mothers and not in as many parenting behaviors. The program had almost no effect on the white mothers. The EHS intervention raised the parenting scores of the black mothers to levels similar to those of the white mothers, mirroring the IHDP results.

Differing Program Impacts by Maternal Age, Education, and Mental Health

Programs could also reduce the ethnic and racial gaps if they benefited mothers who were poorer, younger, or single more than other mothers, because these characteristics are more likely among black and Hispanic mothers than among white mothers. At least three lines of evidence exist, the first relating to maternal education, the second to maternal age, and the third to maternal mental health. We believe that it would be possible to reduce racial gaps in school readiness if the results described below could be replicated in large-scale programs.

First, early childhood education programs seem to have more benefits for children of mothers with a high school education (or less) than they do for children whose mothers have some postsecondary schooling.108 Less information is available on whether such programs affect parenting. In the IHDP, even though children of less educated mothers benefited more, their mothers did not. The Early Head Start Demonstration had somewhat greater effects on the parenting behavior of the less educated than on that of the more educated mothers, as well as on child engagement and persistence in mother-child play sessions.109 Effect sizes range from one-fifth to one-quarter of a standard deviation (3 to 5 points on our reference test). At the same time, only EHS mothers with more than a high school education showed significant increases in reading at bedtime and reductions in spanking. These mixed findings signal caution in accepting this pathway—larger effects for less educated mothers—to reducing the racial gap in school readiness.

Second, young and first-time parents might also benefit more from parenting interventions than older, more experienced parents. And, indeed, whenever benefits of treatment differ by parental age, they favor the younger, typically teenage and unwed mother.110 Results are stronger for the Nurse Home Visitation Model than for EHS.

Third, although evidence is limited, parenting interventions do appear to have greater effects for mothers with low psychological resources. Of the seventeen sites in the EHS demonstration, eight asked mothers about depressive symptoms before the intervention began; those with more symptoms were more likely than those with fewer symptoms to see symptoms reduced during the intervention.111 In IHDP, by contrast, all intervention mothers experienced reduced depression symptoms.112 Early Head Start had somewhat greater effects on mothers’ parenting behaviors for those with initially high depressive symptoms.113

David Olds and colleagues have reported that their Nurse Home Visitation Model had more positive effects on mothers with low psychological resources (a measure comprising mental health, sense of mastery, and intelligence obtained before the intervention) than on those with high psychological resources.114
Conclusion
Parenting influences young children in many different ways. The frequency of certain parenting behaviors, those often linked with school readiness, are lower for black and Hispanic mothers than for white mothers, though adjustment for differences in family conditions attenuates these differences to an extent. These racial and ethnic differences in parenting in large part parallel racial and ethnic differences in school readiness. When such parenting differences are controlled, the gaps in school readiness drop 25 percent to 50 percent.

It is possible to alter the parenting behavior of black and Hispanic mothers. In several instances, interventions have reduced the gaps in the parenting behavior of black and white mothers. In these cases, black children also benefited more than white children from the intervention. These successful programs have been high-quality and center-based with a parenting component (typically through home visiting). Exclusively home-based programs have not yielded comparable findings; they affect the mother but not the child and therefore (with a few exceptions) cannot narrow ethnic and racial gaps in school readiness. We cannot say from existing evidence whether all center-based programs should have a parenting component. There is little evidence documenting the effects of parenting components in publicly funded programs such as Head Start. In addition, because virtually all programs for children under age four involve the parent, it is not known whether a center-based program without a parenting component is as effective as one with such a component. The rise of the pre-kindergarten programs may provide some insight, because many such programs do not target the parent in any significant way. Whether such programs will show similar impacts on children without parental involvement remains to be seen. The exciting findings of the new family literacy programs and the parent behavior training programs also provide possible avenues for targeted parenting programs.
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